Communities thrive when everyone has an equal opportunity to engage with the arts in all its varied forms.

"The mural... demonstrates the power of art to heal us, connect us, and help us spread joy and pride for who we are."

- Teaching Artist about a Community Mural Project

Our teaching artists work not just in schools, but in community centers, intergenerational spaces, libraries, and other settings to ensure access to creative learning for the entire Colorado community.

Community programs are available through **workshops, residencies**, and **performances**. Subsidies are available for eligible organizations to offset the cost of programming.
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All programming is fully customizable and adaptable to your community's needs. Below are several examples of ways our programming can enhance learning opportunities in your community.

**Murals** | Beautify your library or community center with a mural! Our teaching artists work with community members of all ages to create one-of-a-kind murals that speak to the whole community.

**Adaptive Programs** | Our teaching artists provide a number of adaptive programs in music, theater, dance, and the visual arts for individuals with cognitive and physical differences.

**Artist Talks** | Get an insider’s perspective of the artist’s studio with an artist talk. Artists will explore everything from what motivates them to be an artist, creative decision-making, selecting materials, and subject matter. Available for all rostered artists.

**Custom Programming** | Collaborate with a teaching artist to create a workshop, residency, or performance that aligns with specific programmatic themes and community needs. Programming is offered for ages 0-5, youth, tween, teen, and older adults! (See Creative Aging for more information about our older adult-serving programs).
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